Mobile Club Fitting

Answer the questions everyone wants to know.

Every golfer wants to learn what clubs will perform best for them. With the GOLFTEC® Personal Club Fitting you’ll give them the chance to find out. Our process combines the accuracy of launch monitor technology with the depth of database matching. The result is a fitting that precision-matches any golfer to the perfect set of golf clubs.

During a Personal Club Fitting, GOLFTEC will analyze swing data and virtually test it against more than 1,000 clubhead and shaft combinations to arrive at a recommendation. After the event, all fitting information is available on a custom-built web page, accessible only through your branded website. Guests can review their fitting, purchase clubs and relive the positive experience linked to your brand.

About GOLFTEC

Since 1995, the mission has been simple - to help people play better golf. GOLFTEC is the world’s largest golf improvement specialist with over 190 centers worldwide, millions of lessons given and a 96% success rate.

GOLFTEC Mobile Fitting experience includes:

• Data collection/sign-in kiosk/waiting list
• Fitting results onsite, emailed and online
• Custom webpage and email
• All golf items to execute event (net, balls, clubs, etc.)
• GOLFTEC Certified Personal Coach™

events@golftec.com
844.383.6877

Power Requirements: 110 volt outlet
Dimensions: 10’L x 10’W x 10’H
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